
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of compiler engineer.
We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply
for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for compiler engineer

As an individual contributor in the Quality Engineering department, the
candidate will work closely with the Development and Usability teams
Working hand-in-hand with a group of experienced engineers to extend the
PC-Windows platform value in development tools and runtimes which are
used to build mission critical Microsoft software Windows OS, Microsoft
Azure, Microsoft Edge web browser, SQL Server, Office.
Work involves a good amount of core compiler and language VM
development, programming model design, program analysis tools, and
whole-stack performance analysis & optimizations
Proactively engage with customers to identify opportunities for programming
technology solutions and turn ideas into prototypes and production
Design, implementation and maintenance of the LLVM-based compiler for
existing and future graphics hardware
Design and develop OpenCL/Renderscript/vision-based APIs to drive our
current and next generation graphics cores
Perform hardware and software performance analysis and optimisation of
drivers to get the most out of our graphics IP
Interact with simulator, research and hardware design teams to improve our
next generation graphics cores
Work with other members of the industry to design the future generation of
APIs
Feature development (support for new language constructs or extensions),
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Qualifications for compiler engineer

BS in Computer Science (MS or PhD preferred)
Masters degree in Computer Science, ECE or related
LLVM experience is a plus
Experience with PTX is a plus
Excellent programming skills in scripting languages (Python, PERL, TCL, shell
scripting)
Demonstrated ability to analyse and troubleshoot issues facing production
testing and drive improvements to increase test suite & engineering
efficiency and effectiveness


